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Social Network Analysis With Data Fusion
Alireza Farasat, Geoffrey Gross, Rakesh Nagi, and Alexander G. Nikolaev

Abstract— This paper reports on the utility of social network
analysis methods in the data fusion domain. Given fused data
that combine multiple intelligence reports from the same environ-
ment, social network extraction and high value individual (HVI)
identification are of interest. The research on the feasibility of
such activities may help not only in methodological developments
in network science but also in testing and evaluation of fusion
quality. This paper offers a parallel computing-based method-
ology to extract a social network of individuals from fused
data, captured as a cumulative associated data graph (CDG).
To obtain the desired social network, two approaches including
a hop count weighted and a path salience approach are developed
and compared. A supervised learning framework is implemented
for parameterizing the extraction algorithms. Parameters utilized
in the extraction algorithm consider paths between individuals
within the social network, weighing relationships between these
individuals based on the count weighted and the path salience
calculation methodologies. An overall link strength value is then
calculated by aggregating path hop count weights and saliences
between unique individual pairs for the hop count weighted and
path salience approaches, respectively. Ordered centrality-based
HVI lists are obtained from the CDGs constructed from the
Sunni criminal thread and Bath’est resurgence threads of the
SYNCOIN data set, under various fusion system settings.
The reported results shed light on the sensitivity of betweenness,
closeness, and degree centrality metrics to fused graph inputs and
the role of HVI identification as a test and evaluation tool for
fusion process optimization. The computational results demon-
strate superiority of path salience approach in identifying HVIs.
The insights generated by these approaches and directions for
future research are discussed.

Index Terms— Centrality, data fusion, high value individu-
als (HVIs), parallel computing, social network analysis (SNA).

I. INTRODUCTION

TRADITIONAL data fusion has transitioned from exclu-
sively processing hard physical sensor data to fusing

soft data provided by human sources as well. In the
recent multidisciplinary university data fusion research
program [16], [19], natural language processing together with
graph analytic techniques has been applied for fusion of hard
and soft information so that an analyst is able to obtain
situational awareness [15]. Fig. 1 depicts the entire process
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developed for the joint fusion of hard and soft data obtained
from raw sensor reports and plain text. The main processing
steps of this pipeline include: 1) natural language under-
standing and physical sensor data processing; 2) cumulative
data graph (CDG) construction via association of entities and
relations in attributed graphs (see [28]–[30] for more details);
3) situation assessment via graph matching identifying graph-
ical situations of interest within the CDG; and 4) social net-
work extraction and high value individual (HVI) identification
(see [15] for details).

Constructing a CDG (i.e. step 2) is related to the data
association problem that is an integral component of this
pipeline, playing an important role in the data fusion process.
Data association is utilized to identify an object when multiple
data sources or sensors have observed the same object. Hence,
information gathered from all sources should be combined and
analyzed in a meaningful way [29], [30]. It is not straightfor-
ward, however, to evaluate the success of analytic approaches
within fusion systems due to the upstream propagation of
errors. For instance, one can think of a data association
error where a particular object is identified and represented
as different entities in a CDG, which results in a magnified
error downstream. In other words, if a person is identified
with her or his name in some messages, while in some other
messages, a pronoun is used to refer to her or him, then
two nodes enter the CDG; data association should combine
these two nodes into a single one in the CDG. Each of the
other subprocesses of the data fusion framework, illustrated
in Fig. 1, has the possibility of generating their own errors.
Indeed, there exist procedures to evaluate each data fusion
step. Nevertheless, evaluating the success of whole process as
well as the quality of final outcomes is a challenging issue
due to the accumulation of errors.

Although the data fusion process has many components,
social network extraction is one of the most loaded tasks due
to the complex nature of this procedure and the reliance on
all the fusion subprocesses. Indeed, the prediction of missing
links in social network analysis (SNA) is known to be a
hard problem, where inference and data mining tools have
to be employed whenever the complete data specifying the
underlying relationships are not available [10], [31].

This paper reports on the use of SNA methods in the fusion
domain. In evaluating a toolset for automatic processing of
hard and soft data, one might like to reveal the relationships
between the actors (individuals) reported on through the data
messages and signals. This paper addresses how one can assess
the quality of automatic identification of HVIs, based on their
structural positions in a social network [6], [18]. Extracting
the social network from a CDG is not a straightforward task
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Fig. 1. Data fusion architecture in the multiuniversity research program [14].

because one needs to infer and predict the missing links
between the nodes when such relationships are not directly
mentioned in the soft messages (e.g., reports). For instance,
suppose two persons are reported to have been seen at the
same place at the same time (e.g., at a school). If this same
observation is recorded only once or twice over a lengthy time
period, the copresence might be completely coincidental and
no patterns exist. However, if the copresence is frequently
observed, then this gives grounds to assume a relationship
between these individuals. Since there is no reference in
the messages or data directly indicating any relationships’
strength, an extraction algorithm is needed to precisely predict
the existence and strength of such links.

Since the size of some CDGs is very large (i.e., more than
10 million nodes and edges), running the extraction algorithm
is computationally expensive; therefore, it is required to utilize
computational resources efficiently. To deal with this problem,
a MapReduce approach is implemented to improve the runtime
of social network extraction process while enabling processing
of very large originating data sources. Due to the extraction
of many paths between common person pairs, an important
consideration is in how to weigh these paths in developing
a link strength, an issue that is explored here. To address
this issue, hop count weighted and path salience approaches
are developed and their performance in finding HVIs is com-
pared. The reported results shed light on the sensitivity of
betweenness, closeness, and degree centrality metrics to fused
graph inputs and the role of HVI identification as a test and
evaluation tool for fusion process optimization.

This paper proceeds as follows. Section II reviews the
methodologies for extracting the social network from a
CDG. Section III proposes a MapReduce approach for
extracting all paths between each given pair of person-
type nodes from a CDG. Section IV introduces hop count
weighted and path salience approaches to identify the
strength of relationships between pairs of person-type nodes.
Section V provides a supervised learning approach based

on Kendall Tau distance to tune our social network extrac-
tor. Section VI discusses the results of comparison of
CDG-extracted social networks (CDGSNs) versus ground truth
social networks (GTSNs) over multiple test data sets using
hop count weighted and path salience approaches. Section VII
concludes this paper and discusses future research directions.

II. SOCIAL NETWORK EXTRACTION AND HVI MODULES

Social network extraction and HVI identification testing was
performed within the hard and soft information fusion frame-
work of the Network-Based Hard+Soft Information Fusion
Multidisciplinary University Research Initiative [14], [16].
To illustrate how these graph analytic tools work, the
Sunni criminal thread (SUN) with 115 multiline messages and
Bath’est resurgence thread (BRT) with 114 multiline messages
of SYNCOIN are used [12]. Given a CDG with fused hard and
soft data (e.g., locations, people, events, and relationships),
this section addresses the challenge of recovering the social
network between person-type nodes (actors). The comparisons
in recognizing HVIs are done using multiple metrics, since
different metrics capture different properties of actors positions
in a social network [4], [11]. The experiments with those
different metrics are conducted using hop count weighted and
path salience approaches, with multiple processing modules
involved in the network extraction. The entire social network
extraction and HVI identification architecture are pictured
in Fig. 2.

A. Social Network Extraction

The main functionality of social network extraction is to
correctly identify and resolve person-type nodes and estimate
the strength of relationships between them from a CDG. This
operation is computationally expensive due to the size of some
CDGs with millions of nodes and edges, particularly, there
may exist more than one edge between each pair of nodes.
The focus of much previous work was on the data association
problem while relationships between person-type nodes are the
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Fig. 2. Social network extraction and HVI identification architecture. This process is one of the components of data fusion process that contains five modules
including social network extraction, GTSN, HVI identification, network comparison, and network visualization.

subject of interest. To specify such relationships, one needs
to find all paths with different lengths between each pair
of person-type nodes and infer the strength of any possible
relationship. To identify HVIs, nodes’ position in the extracted
social network should be considered.

Several methods can be used to quantify node position
value [1], [4] as well as identify influential nodes and key
players in social networks. We note that the notion of high
value is application dependent, with some studies proposing
that a node’s ability to propagate information through the
network is the key property that one defines for an HVI.
Such nodes are the backbone of information propagation
in the network [2], [35]. Independent cascade and linear
threshold are two well-known models based on stochastic
influence propagation to identify influential nodes in a network
(see also [36]).

However, the reported results are based on well-accepted
SNA measures of centrality. Centrality metrics quantify the
prominence of actors embedded in a social network [4], [32].
Various centrality measures including the degree, betweenness,
closeness, eigenvector, pagerank centralities, the k-core index,
and K-truss decomposition have been proposed to identify key
players in social networks [17], [25]. Based on the presumed
HVI qualities and the nature of information/items exchanged
between them, the betweenness, closeness, or degree centrality
are adopted for HVI ranking in this paper. Degree centrality is
easy to compute and reflects the number of direct connections
a node has, while betweenness and closeness centralities are

based on shortest paths connecting node pairs and reflect
the distances between peers [5]. For the path-based centrality
calculation, this paper employs the very efficient algorithm of
Brandes [5]. Sections III and IV describe all required steps to
identify HVIs from a CDG in more detail.

B. Ground Truth Social Network

For each given data set, a corresponding GTSN is extracted
by multiple analysts (those who did not participate in the data
set creation), following five steps: 1) all the raw data messages
are read by each analyst; 2) all the actors mentioned, including
both organization- and person-type nodes, are enumerated;
3) person-type nodes are distinguished from the complied
list (as potential HVIs); 4) weights are assigned to the links
connecting the persons based on the source messages; and
5) the links not directly mentioned in the messages but implied
are inferred (per subjective analyst judgment) by fusing the
information across multiple messages. Note that controversy
may arise in steps 4) and 5) as the experts may not agree on
the existence or the weight of a particular link. In such cases,
a set of ground rules set a priori by the analyst group is used
for dispute resolution.

To visualize the GTSN and CDGSN, an open-source soft-
ware Gephi [3] is utilized. Fig. 3 enables a visual compar-
ison between GTSN and CDG social network. The GTSN
appears different from the CDGSN in terms of the number of
nodes and edges. However, by comparing the nodes’ positions
in these networks (i.e., the nodes’ embeddedness), one can
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Fig. 3. Ground GTSN (left) and CDGSN (right). Although the GTSN is significantly more sparse than the CDGSN, the nodes with highest betweenness
centrality are recognized as such in both the graphs (the node sizes are proportional to the respective node betweenness centrality values).

perceive the structural similarities across the networks. More-
over, recall that the main objective of the network analysis
is to identify HVIs based on their positions in the network.
Therefore, if even the GTSN and CDGSN are not exactly
the same, the nodes’ positions in the automatically extracted
network can still be useful for determining the importance of
each node and can meaningfully inform decision making.

C. Comparison Between CDGSN and GTSN

Given two networks A and B, a simple way to assess their
similarity is to count the number of changes that one has to
make to transform one graph into the other (this measure
is known as graph edit distance [20]). Various edit opera-
tions have been introduced to date, including edge rotation,
edge addition and subtraction, vertex addition and subtraction
(if the networks do not have the same number of nodes), and
so on; note that it is not obvious how to weigh these changes
against one another [20].

There is a wide array of other methods proposed in the
literature and exploited to measure the similarities between
two given networks. Spectral analysis is used to approximate
the graph edit distance by the difference in the spectrum
of eigenvalues between Laplacians of the adjacency matri-
ces [22]. Other related research introduces p∗ models (now
widely known as exponential random graph models [24]),
graph kernels [27], and motif analysis [21]. The p∗ models and
motif analysis are based on the presence of small subgraphs in
the compared networks [24]. Graph kernels map graph features
to points in high-dimensional inner product spaces [20].

However, given the objective of HVI identification, the
HVI-based measures, e.g., rankings, can be directly used
to evaluate the quality of the extracted network. With the
ranking of aforementioned centrality metrics used to identify
HVIs, Kendall Tau distance [8] can be accordingly utilized
to compare the quality of CDGSNs relative to GTSNs.

Moreover, Kendall Tau can be used as a rank correlation
coefficient for the evaluation of the association (agreement)
between two measured lists [8] (e.g., betweenness of nodes in
two different networks). The normalized Kendall Tau distance
is measured as follows:

τ = ND
(N

2

) (1)

where ND is the counts of discordance pairs and
(N

2

)
is the

total number of pairs. Any pair of observations (xi , yi ) and
(x j , y j ) is termed discordant, if xi > x j and yi < y j or
if xi < x j and yi > y j . For instance, suppose two ranked
lists, l1 = A, C, B and l2 = B, A, C , contain the rankings
of elements A, B , and C where A = (1, 2) and B = (3, 1)
represent the rankings of A and B in l1 and l2, respectively.
Then, A and B are discordant because A has the higher rank
in l1 and the lower rank in l2.

III. ALL PAIRS SHORTEST PATHS

The main idea employed in extracting a social network
from a CDG lies in traversing feasible paths between all
the pairs of person-type nodes, under the feasibility and
acceptance constraints. The initial step is to convert a CDG
XML-formatted file to an adjacency matrix of all the nodes in
the CDG. In extracting the feasible paths between each pair
of person-type nodes, the acceptance constraints are imposed
to meet several goals. First, these constraints ensure that no
acceptable path contains a person node. Adding a person
node to the path leads to double counting of relationships,
which makes the problem more complicated. For instance,
if person-type node A is added to the path between person-
type nodes B and C, then one needs to separately estimate the
strength of relationships between A-B and A-C. Even if B-A-C
is obtained, the inference of relationships between B and C is
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a hard problem, known as link prediction in the SNA domain,
and is beyond the scope of this paper.

Second, the length of an acceptable path must not exceed
a preset hop threshold (T ) (it is worth emphasizing that
“salience” threshold defined in Section IV is used in the path
salience approach). Third, one must ensure that both the first
and last nodes of a path are person-type nodes. A Depth First
Search (DFS) extraction procedure recovers the desired paths,
with the O(n2) time required for handling all the person node
pairs where n is the number of nodes in the CDG.

The sequential approach to extracting social network infor-
mation from a CDG with a large number of nodes has its
inadequacies [9]. There are query latencies and large interme-
diate data must be considered in this process of building the
network. The National Institute for Standards and Technology
suggests the all simple paths problem can be solved via
DFS. While this overcomes the limitation of handling a large
amount of intermediate data in memory (e.g., in a breath
first approach), it continues to suffer from query latency
times.

This paper develops a scalable parallel link analysis algo-
rithm and showcases its capability of handling large graphs;
with this algorithm, the runtime is improved by orders of
magnitude over the sequential link analysis implementation.
An example of searching for all paths under seven hops
between 100 entities of interest was attempted. To assess the
performance of the sequential algorithm, the job was run on a
single 2.4-GHz processor with 48 GB of RAM. The underlying
data contained 10 million entities and 19 million edges. The
job requested a total of 609 442 adjacencies throughout its
execution and completed in 31 886 s. This is an unacceptable
amount of time, which is much more efficiently answered
with the parallelization of data access and guarantee of
requesting a particular node’s adjacencies once throughout job
execution.

In the parallel version of the path extraction algorithm,
Postgres and HBase data access methods are compared
with ideal cluster settings identified for each (see [13] for
more details). The nodes utilized in these experiments were
Dell E5645 2.4-GHz 12-core nodes each with 48 GB of mem-
ory. These nodes are networked via an Ethernet connection.
Each node also serves as an HBase data node in the tests of
the HBase data access methodology. A dedicated PostgreSQL
server is configured on a separate 12-core node that has 48 GB
of RAM dedicated to the PostgreSQL instance. It is shown
that Postgres data access outperforms HBase data access at
the same problem (10 million entities and 19 million edges),
with an average Postgres algorithm runtime of 85.3 s and an
average HBase algorithm runtime of 97.1 s. The pursuit of
these efficiencies and speedup forms the motivation for the
parallel algorithm discussed next.

The path extraction implementation is analogous to a paral-
lel breadth first search, moving one hop (edge) away from
the current node at each iteration of the algorithm. Some
terminologies utilized in this section are as follows.

1) Entity of Interest (EOI): Any entity for which we are
interested in identifying paths to and from other EOI
(typically a person node in the graphical data).

Fig. 4. Example 〈Key, Value〉 pair.

2) Root Node: A particular instance of an EOI within the
considered graph; the starting point for the algorithmic
branching.

3) Subpath: A partial path consisting of nodes (at least one
of which is an EOI) and edges; expanded upon at each
algorithm iteration in attempt to locate another subpath
coming from a different EOI.

The initialization step identifies one or more instances of
each EOI within the data, providing the root nodes for the
iterative branching. Step 1 expands the current paths (only
root nodes at the first iteration) by one hop via both outgoing
and incoming edges. Step 2 determines if any of the expanded
paths (from Step 1) have either met at a common node or
crossed parallel edges. If paths have met, they are merged and
output for analyst and next iteration consideration (discarding
subpaths). Paths, which have not met, are output as the input
for the next iteration. Step 3 checks if any of the termination
criteria have been met, returning to the branching step if the
algorithm should continue.

In our case, the path analysis algorithm was implemented
within the Apache Hadoop map/reduce framework [33]. The
Hadoop framework enables seamless scaling of parallelizable
jobs to many thousands of nodes. Map/reduce jobs consist of
two major steps, the map and reduce step, passing intermediate
data as 〈Key, Value〉 pairs. The key provides information on
the last node and current node of the corresponding subpath
(the value). In addition to these two node identifiers, the
key provides an indicator as to whether it is searching for a
connection at a common edge or a common node. The value
contains all of the information describing the current subpath,
including root node, intermediary node, and edge identifiers.
Consider the subpath starting at root node 1 in Fig. 4. The key
indicates that the current node is 4 and last node visited was 1
and that the 〈Key, Value〉 pair is searching for a connection
at a common node (“N,” if it were an edge searching 〈Key,
Value〉 pair, this would indicate “E”).

In the map step, the EOI input data are split among
the available processors to perform adjacency branching.
At the first iteration, partial paths contain only the EOI node.
Adjacencies (another node and the connecting edge) one hop
away from these EOI are added to the partial path. In later
iterations, a partial path is again expanded by a single hop
adjacency, but the mapper must also check if the adjacency
causes the path to loop back onto itself. These adjacencies
are not added to partial paths for consideration at the reducer
since we are interested only in simple paths (avoiding cycles
within the path).

Map output data are partitioned such that partial paths that
meet at a common node or across a common edge end up at the
same reducer. This is achieved through a custom partitioner.
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Each partial path has two 〈Key, Value〉 pairs that are emitted,
one with a key searching for paths meeting at a common node
and one with a key searching for paths that cross over parallel
edges. The partitioner splits the key space in half across the
distinction for node and edge searching keys. Among these
partitioner halves, the common node searching keys are sorted
(through the MapReduce framework) by the newly reached
node ID, while the edge searching keys are sorted by the last
two nodes that the paths covered. This sort order ensures paths
that meet at a common node or across parallel edges arrive at
the same reducer.

The reduce step combines multiple paths corresponding
to equivalent keys, outputting the merged path. In the path
analysis algorithm, if multiple paths meet at a common node
or along parallel edges, the subpaths are merged. The merged
path is output for analyst consideration as well as to serve as
the input to the next iteration of the path analysis algorithm.
In the case that multiple paths have not met at a common
node or edge, the partial path is output to serve as input to the
next algorithmic iteration. Additional details on the parallel
algorithm are provided in [13].

IV. IDENTIFYING THE STRENGTH OF

NODES’ RELATIONSHIPS

The path extraction algorithm results in multiple paths
between a pair of person-type nodes. The challenge is to auto-
matically assign the set of parallel paths a meaningful weight
that can be used in subsequent SNA or centrality measure
computations. The weight should represent the strength of the
relationship between the pair of nodes. For example, a familial
relationship of type mother or spouse is expected to have a
higher weight than an acquaintance or meeting relationship.
Second, it seems reasonable to assume that a multiple hop path
that has intermediate nodes of meeting place or meeting event
has a lower weight than a direct strong familial relationship.
Even though HVIs use intermediate nodes (such as gatekeeper
and assistant) to communicate with others, these relationships
are still considered weaker compared with direct interaction.
Therefore, having more intermediate nodes of such types
increases the probability that the person-type nodes have a
weak relationship. However, two approaches based on the
number of connecting paths, path’ lengths, and types of
relationships are introduced here to estimate the weights.

A. Hop Count Weighted Approach

In this approach, the number of connecting paths and the
path lengths are taken into account to infer the weight of
the edge between two actors (two person-type nodes) that
indicates the strength of relationship between the nodes. The
more connections the two nodes share, the higher the weight
(indicating a closer relationship between the nodes). Thus,
an edge between a pair of person-type nodes two hops away
from each other has a greater weight than an edge between a
pair of person-type nodes three hops away from each other.
Also, if multiple paths of the lengths smaller than the hops’
threshold (T ) exist between a pair of nodes, then the weight of
the edge between those nodes also increases. More specifically,

let w(i, j) denote the weight of an edge between node i and
node j ; Pij denote a set of all paths between node i and
node j ; p denote a single path such that p ∈ Pij ; and h(p)
denote the number of hops or path salience along path p for
the hop count-based and path salience relationship strength
extraction methodologies, respectively. Then

w(i, j) = 1
∑

p∈Pi j
1

h(p)

(2)

with h(p) ≤ T . Note that 1 − w(i, j) is interpreted as the
relationship strength, thus distinguishing strong relationships
(e.g., close friends) from weak ties (e.g., acquaintances) [34].

Note that in order to support the analyses presented in this
paper, there is no need for any normalization of the weights
in (2). Indeed, the HVI identification task requires one to
compare the nodes in the extracted graph, with the node
ranking being the analysis output to be used for the extraction
method assessment. However, if any direct comparisons of
inferred relationship strengths between particular actors were
of interest (e.g., across the extracted graphs obtained by
different methods), then the absolute weight values would
become important and the weighting procedure would require
more care.

B. Path Salience Approach

In order to more precisely capture the strength of a relation-
ship between person-type nodes, we define salience or relative
importance of one path over the other, as the concept related to
the weight assigned to the relationship. As discussed before,
the path extraction algorithm is likely to result in multiple
paths of varying “hop lengths.” This results in a data overload
for the social scientist/analyst. Interpreting multiple paths of
varying length and salience between every pair of individuals
would be a daunting and time-consuming task.

To accomplish both objectives of aiding the analysts’ under-
standing and reducing data access and interpretation require-
ments, we propose a path salience methodology, a mechanism
(or function) for calculating path salience. This mechanism
must meet some requirements for the integration into the
overall SNA algorithm. While the successful ranking of iden-
tified paths may be more difficult to evaluate, the need for a
monotonically decreasing (in number of hops from entities
of interest) and order-independent salience calculation is a
firm requirement to ensure the reduction of the data access
requirements. The method implemented here calculates for a
path of length T an evolving path salience (Si ) as follows:

Si =
T∏

n=1

sn (3)

where sn ≤ 1 is a “hop salience multiplier” indicating the
reduction of overall path salience caused by the last “hop”
(i.e., adjacency traversed in that link analysis iteration) and
T is the hop threshold. The hop salience is identified at each
iteration based on a prespecified list of reduction multipliers.
A small example to illustrate the path salience calculation is
presented in Table I and Fig. 5.
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TABLE I

SALIENCE MULTIPLIERS

Fig. 5. Alternate paths between a pair of people nodes.

Let us consider two paths, between a pair of people
nodes as shown in Fig. 5. Applying this salience weighting
scheme, we see the upper path results in a path salience of
0.4 × 0.4 = 0.16, while the lower path results in a path
salience of 0.9 × 0.9 × 0.9 = 0.729. As intuitively expected,
the path identifying the link of “person” typing that all people
share is less salient than the path indicating the “meeting”
event between one EOI and the other EOI ’s spouse. This
methodology has been developed for use in the RDF data
access API and other data access techniques (PostgreSQL and
HBase/Cloudbase). In addition, a minimum salience (Smin) can
be specified, under which paths are not desired. Once an evolv-
ing path falls below this minimum salience (i.e., Si < Smin),
the expansion can be halted due to the monotonically decreas-
ing nature of the salience calculation, thereby reducing the
data access requirements of the link analysis algorithm.

A natural concern in applying the aforementioned path
salience calculation methodology is in choosing appropriate
salience multipliers. Within the CDG, it is expected there
may exist both semantic and syntactic information. Semantic
information portrays the meaning of relationships between
nodes within the CDG, while syntactic information merely
represents relationships in sentence structure. In this paper,
the Stanford typed dependency representation [7] is employed
to present grammatical relations (i.e., labels in Table II) in
sentences of the soft messages (see [23] for more details).
While the CDGs utilized here are largely semantic [26],
some syntactic information does remain. We have chosen to
assign the semantic relationships a salience weight of 1.0,
while assigning the syntactic relationships salience values of
low, medium, or high based on that syntactic relationships
understood salience (e.g., “dobj” or a direct object relationship
would be of relatively high salience). The low, medium,
and high salience weights are assigned values of 0.25, 0.50,
and 0.75, respectively.

A sample of the chosen salience weights used for both
SUN thread and BRT messages is shown in Table II.
In Table II, “iobj,” “nsubj,” “advcl,” and “nn” stand for

TABLE II

SELECTED SALIENCE MULTIPLIERS

“indirect object,” “nominal subject,” “adverbial clause modi-
fier,” and “noun compound modifier,” respectively (see [7]).
To see how one can make use of the labels to present
the grammatical relations between elements of a sentence,
[7, Fig. 1] can help.

There may exist multiple paths with salience values above
the salience threshold (T ) between a pair of nodes with
diverse path salience values. To infer the weight between
nodes i and j , the number of paths and the path salience
of each path are taken into account as follows:

w(i, j) = 1
∑

k∈Pi j
1
Sk

(4)

where Pij is a set of all paths between nodes i and j .
For instance, the weight between nodes 1392 (i )
and 1399 ( j ) in the example above is w(i, j) =
(1/((1/(0.16)) + (1/(0.729)))).

V. HOP THRESHOLD OPTIMIZATION

This section describes the design of a metric for parametric
optimization of social network extraction using a supervised
learning approach. The hop threshold tuning process is a
supervised learning type of task, employing the GTSN to find
the optimal value of the threshold. In other words, with the
true HVIs known from the ground truth graph, the GTSN
can be viewed as the labeled training data, and the desired
output can be used as a target to tune the threshold. Without
incorporating the GTSN, it is not possible to set the threshold
using the normalized Kendall Tau in any calculated way.
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After employing the GTSN to find the best value of
Kendall Tau, one can use this threshold for the cases in which
the GTSN is not known. Again, the main utility of an extracted
social network is assumed to lie in distinguishing HVIs. The
main expected utility of the extracted social network is to allow
one to correctly rank HVIs for any given data set (due to errors
both in reporting and fusion, the absolute centrality values of
network actors may not be reliable).

The metric utilized for minimizing the number of the HVIs
misplaced in the ranked list needs to allow for the comparison
of ranks of the selected centrality metrics for each node in both
GTSN and CDGSN. It should be noted that the CDGSN and
GTSN are not necessarily expected to have the same number
of nodes due to upstream processing errors. However, most
or all ground truth nodes are expected to be present in both
networks; in this case, the node ranks by centrality metric
values can be compared using Kendall Tau distance.

Let BC
i and BG

i represent the betweenness values of node i
in the CDGSN and GTSN, respectively. Similarly, let CC

i and
CG

i denote the closeness of node i in the CDGSN and GTSN,
and DC

i and DG
i denote degree of node i in the CDGSN and

GTSN (∀i ∈ �, where � is a set of common nodes in both
the CDGSN and GTSN). Considering the pair (BC

i , BG
i ), the

betweenness-based Kendall Tau (τB) is defined as follows:

τB = |�B
Di

|
(|�|

2

)

where �B
Di

denotes sets of concordance and discordance pairs
for betweenness, respectively, and |�| is � cardinality. Simi-
larly, the closeness-based Kendall Tau (τC ) and degree-based
Kendall Tau (τD) for (CC

i , CG
i ) and (DC

i , DG
i ), respectively,

are

τC = |�C
Di

|
(|�|

2

) & τD = |�D
Di

|
(|�|

2

) . (5)

Again, �C
Di

and �D
Di

denote the sets of discordance pairs for
closeness and degree, respectively.

The training process for detecting HVIs requires one para-
meter to be tuned; the parameter is called the hop threshold,
T ≥ 1T ∈ Z, used in the path extraction process. The goal is
to find T ∗ as

T ∗ = argmin
T

(wBτB + wCτC + wDτD) (6)

where wB , wC , and wD are the weights for τB , τC , and τD ,
respectively. There exists no analytical solution for this opti-
mization problem. However, a supervised learning approach
can help us tune the hops’ threshold parameter using training
data sets.

VI. TRAINING AND TEST DATA SET RESULTS

Two SYNCOIN data set [12] threads were used in this test
and evaluation study: the SUN thread with 115 soft messages
and four hard data reports and the BRT thread with 114 soft
messages. Multiple versions of the CDG were generated with
various upstream fusion algorithms and parameter settings
utilized: 15 CDGs for the SUN and three for BRT, all in

XML format. CDG variants result from alternate settings of
the upstream information fusion processes of natural language
processing and data association For example, the natural
language processing process is run with and without a manual,
within-message coreferencing step, and with different support-
ing ontologies. The data association variants include different
association algorithms and parameter settings.

A. CDGSN Extraction Using Hop Count Weighted Approach

This section explores the quality of the extracted social
network using the optimal value(s) of the hop threshold.
In order to find the optimal value(s) of T , the social network
extraction algorithm of Section III is run for 1 ≤ T ≤ 8 such
that the weighted sum of Kendal Tau distances is minimized.
The upper bound of the threshold can be set to the diameter
of CDG. Note that this operation is computationally expen-
sive, especially with large CDGs, and therefore, a parallel
implementation can significantly increase the efficiency of
path extraction (as described in Section II). Fig. 6 reports
the weighted sums of Kendall Tau distances for four SUN
thread CDGs.

Across all the CDGs obtained under diverse fusion pipeline
settings, the threshold values T = 2 or T = 3 resulted in the
minimal normalized Kendall Tau distance (see Fig. 7). These
four configurations were chosen as exemplars demonstrating
the performance under optimal data association settings for
a given natural language understanding input. Naturally, the
larger the value of T is, the more dense the CDGSN becomes
(multiple paths are found between actor pairs). Table III
compares the top five (about top 10%) HVIs in the SUN thread
GTSN with their counterparts in CDGSN; the top 10% is a
reasonable choice for the number of individuals to consider
since this is reflective of the number of key actors in the
SUN thread. It is found that the HVIs discovered from the
GTSN and CDGSN generally match. For comparing the HVI
ranks, betweennees centrality appears the most robust—this
observation can inform the selection of the weights wB , wC ,
and wD .

With T = 2 or T = 3, it is also found that the Kendall
Tau distance remains robust under different fusion settings,
i.e., suboptimal association settings as opposed to Fig. 6
where optimal association settings are utilized (see Fig. 7).
The variability of Kendall Tau distance values at ±10% is
commensurate with the error magnitudes observed in upstream
data fusion stages [15].

The same conclusions about the robustness of the weighted
Kendall Tau metric behavior were made in working with the
BRT thread data. Table IV compares the top five HVIs in both
GTSN and CDGSN of the BRT data set. Again, most of the
top HVIs are common between BRT CDGSN and GTSN.

B. CDGSN Extraction Using Path Salience Approach

The quality of the extracted social network using path
salience approach differs from the CDGSN extracted by hop
count approach due to different weights assigned to each
pair of nodes. Since threshold T impacts the quality of the
CDGSN (as derived from aggregations across the path salience
values), one needs to find the optimal value(s) of T . The social
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Fig. 6. Weighted Kendall Tau distance value dynamics for four SUN CDG outputs over varied values of hop threshold T .

TABLE III

TOP FIVE HVIs IN GTSN AND CDGSN OF SUN THREAD DATA SET USING HOP COUNT APPROACH

Fig. 7. Comparison of normalized Kendall Tau distance for different SUN CDG outputs.

network extraction algorithm described in Section IV is run
for 1 ≤ T ≤ 6 to minimize the weighted sum of Kendal
Tau distances. Fig. 8 depicts the weighted sum of Kendal Tau
distances for eight SUN thread CDGs.

Running the extraction algorithm for all the CDGs derived
from various fusion pipeline configurations, the normalized
Kendall Tau distance is minimized with the threshold
values T = 2 or T = 4 (see Fig. 9). Similar to the

previous approach, these eight configurations were selected
as examples corroborating the performance under optimal
data association settings for a given natural language under-
standing input. Larger value of T leads to more dense
CDGSN (the more number of paths is found between a pair
of person nodes).

Across all the CDGs, the resulting normalized Kendall Tau
distances are compared with optimal hop thresholds T = 2
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TABLE IV

TOP FIVE HVIs IN GTSN AND CDGSN OF BRT DATA SET USING HOP COUNT APPROACH

Fig. 8. Weighted Kendall Tau distance value dynamics for eight SUN CDG outputs using semantic paths over varied values of hop threshold T .

Fig. 9. Comparison of normalized Kendall Tau distance for different SUN CDG outputs using semantic paths with T = 2 and T = 4.

and T = 4 to find the most reliable fusion pipeline settings.
Fig. 9 illustrates the comparison of all the SUN CDGs.

Table V compares the top 10% (top five) HVIs in the SUN
thread GTSN and CDGSN when hop salience multipliers are
randomly assigned a value between zero and one. Although
the weights are selected randomly, some of the HVIs hold high
ranks in CDGSN due to the number of links between these
nodes and other person nodes.

Utilizing the best identified fusion pipeline configuration,
Table VI reports the top five HVIs in the GTSN and CDGSN
of SUN thread using the hop salience multipliers shown in
Table II. The results confirm that this approach is able to rank

the HVIs based on different centrality measures very well. The
misplacement error associated with the path salience approach
turns out smaller than that associated with hop count approach.
The objective value in (6), achieved using the path salience
approach, equals 1.08; meanwhile, the objective value in (6),
achieved using the hop count approach, equals 1.12.

It should be emphasized that the complexity of the extrac-
tion algorithm theoretically depends on the overall size of
the CDG even though the number of person-type nodes
in the CDG affects the runtime. Moreover, the extraction
algorithm relying either on the weighted hop count or on
the path salience is deterministic, meaning that it includes no
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TABLE V

TOP FIVE HVIs IN GTSN AND CDGSN OF SUN THREAD DATA SET (OBTAINED WITH THE RANDOM HOP SALIENCE MULTIPLIERS)

TABLE VI

TOP FIVE HVIs IN GTSN AND CDGSN OF SUN THREAD DATA SET (OBTAINED WITH THE HOP SALIENCE MULTIPLIERS IN TABLE II)

stochastic component that could lead to obtaining differ-
ent outcomes over different runs. Therefore, the minimum
absolute value of the normalized Kendal Tau sum, i.e., a
combined Kendall Tau metric—used as an objective in (6)—is
a suitable measure for comparing the presented approaches.

Note, however, that the observed difference in the combined
Kendall Tau metric values, achieved while utilizing the path
salience approach versus the hop count approach, is small
(it is equal to 0.04). This difference can be attributable to the
impact of the other sources of uncertainty or error, particularly
those associated with the data quality (e.g., missing values,
noises, and incorrect values), and thus, may not be viewed
as significant. Further explorations may shed light on this
question.

VII. CONCLUSION

This paper extracts the underlying social networks of indi-
viduals from fused data, captured as CDGs. Ordered centrality-
based HVI lists are obtained with CDGs constructed from
Sunni criminal thread and BRTs of the SYNCOIN data set,
under various fusion system settings. Moreover, a scalable par-
allel link analysis algorithm is developed to handle large CDGs
with algorithm runtime improved by orders of magnitude over
the sequential path extraction. Postgres and HBase data access
methods are compared, while showing that the MapReduce
implementation of the path extraction algorithm significantly
outperforms the sequential algorithm at a graph of 10 million
nodes and 19 million edges.

A supervised learning approach is used to tune the social
network extractor parameter—path salience threshold (set as
either the number of hops of the path or a value derived
from a path salience calculation). Since the rank of centrality
measures can guide one to recognize HVIs, the normalized
Kendall Tau distance is accordingly adopted to evaluate the
identified HVI rankings against those based on the ground
truth data. The employed method to set parameter T is a

supervised learning approach: both the training data set and
GTSN are exploited to identify the settings that provide the
minimal weighted Kendall Tau distance.

The experiments with the SUN thread and BRT data sets
demonstrate that HVIs can be successfully identified in the
CDGSN with T ≤ 3 using the hop count approach. We recog-
nize that errors propagated from upstream processes (e.g.,
natural language understanding and data association) may be
responsible for variations in the Kendal Tau distances. Overall,
the proposed approach is useful not only in evaluating the
performance of HVI identification but also in evaluating wider
systemic data fusion performance and error propagation across
fusion processes. We plan to extend this analysis to the wider
fusion system in future work. It is observed that betweenness
centrality appears more robust than other centrality measures
in HVI ranking.

Path salience improves the HVI identification results using
extracted social networks. Running the extraction algorithm
based on this approach for all SUN CDGs results in obtaining
T = 2 or T = 4 depending on the fusion settings. The CDGSN
extracted by path salience weighting methodology ranks the
HVIs based on centrality measures more accurately than the
hop count approach.

Based on these findings, the presented use of salience
multipliers offers enhanced performance over that achieved
using a pure hop threshold-based social network extraction
methodology. Future work in deriving the salience multipliers
from a training set is expected to further improve the social
network extraction results. The study of the impact of data
quality on the proposed algorithms’ performance using differ-
ent problem instances, i.e., new data sets, could also aid in the
future developments of the presented methods.
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